
Please do dry cleaning.
due to the nature of wool.

If you really want to wash it at home,
please press gently to wash.

Since 2020AW “CA knit rainbow” and “To knit zigzag”
are made from shrink-proof wool,

you can do gentle wash with fine mesh net.

Use fine mesh net

Gentle wash

TO knit zigzagCA knit rainbow

or dry on a flat surface

How to dry

2020AW knit
(wool)

We are happy to introduce our soft knit.
Not only weaving textile but also knitting!

We tamaki niime pursued comfort and one of a kind work.
2020AW wool knit became softer, thinner

and more comfortable.
And more, washable knit came up as well,

and it became more easy to wear and easy to care! 

①SOFT

②LIGHT

③MULTICOLORED

The key points of this year's knitwear are

As for tamaki niime's shawl, it is characterized
by the softness. 

The knit became more soft as well at last,
and we created a soft and hard-to-itchy knit.

Since we use soft and thin wool yarn
it has excellent texture.

We knit it more loosely, but it is warm
because it's wool.

vol .4Special issue

How to care

PO knit
miracle
>>work's page

TO knit
zigzag
>>work's page

CA knit
rainbow
>>work's page

CA knit
sayu

>>work's page

① SOFT

Especially CA knit rainbow and TO knit zigzag
were knitted by thin wool yarn,
they are soft and warm.

You don’t feel weights when you wear them
and less stiff feeling, and easy to layering.

Lots of good thing!

② LIGHT

You can see tamaki niime's colorfulness as well in knit.
The combination of colors varies,
and nuances are slightly different.

To make it one of a kind knit,
we use various colors and play uneven dyeing.

Seemingly, with the similar red knit,
there are various variations.

Please find your own knit!

③MULTICOLORED

AW Wool Knit Lineup

10/

on sale
2 10/

on sale
3

10/

on sale
1 10/

on sale
4

POINT

PO INT

PO INT

https://www.niime.jp/online/item.html?cat=11&id=278
https://www.niime.jp/online/item.html?cat=11&id=255
https://www.niime.jp/online/item.html?cat=11&id=254
https://www.niime.jp/online/item.html?cat=11&id=66



